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FIELD USAGE
Field availability for local teams will not be negatively impacted by our requested usage. The
very first item that we discussed with the City Administrator was current usage and whether
there was available field time for us without negatively impacting local teams. The conclusion
was clear, there is more than enough field time available to go around. Reviewing the existing
usage by local teams during the 10 weeks, we would be offering week-long tournaments and
the 11 weekend tournaments reveal there is enough available usage for boththe local teams
and our tournaments. A rare conflict should be able to be resolved with the excess availability
at the other fields within the city.
The fields have had very little to no use on weekends, and we are only requesting use of the
fields 2 nights a week for 4 or 5 weeks during the entire summer. That is 8-10 days out of the
entire summer we would be looking to use the fields on a weeknight. There is more than
enough open time on the fields throughout the course of the summer to allow us to use the
fields 8-10 nights and not negatively impact local teams. In the initial outline of the proposal,
we provided the City Administrator, a detailed breakdown of our usage needs compared to all
available time was included and we would be happy to share that with anyone who has
questions.
The full-size diamond would not be used for our week-long tournaments, just on Friday nights
and all day and evening on Saturday and Sunday, for our weekend tournaments.
The current surplus of evening field time will allow us to bring our week-long and weekend
tournaments to Morrison, without negatively impacted local teams and the economic benefit
the tournaments will bring to the community will be substantial. Creating a mutually beneficial
relationship.
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FIELD IMPROVEMENTS
The overall condition of the complex is outstanding, the grass areas are quite impressive.
However, the infields need an upgrade to make the complex elite. An elite complex is what is
needed, so that teams will travel and commit to spending a week in town to play.
In order to attract teams on a regional and/or national level and build an exceptional
reputation, improvements to the infield playing surface is badly needed. Base material needs
to be able to absorb a substantial amount of precipitation, so the fields will still be playable
during or shortly after a reasonable amount of rain. Additionally, the fields really need to have
grass infields and pitching mounds and the top dressing needs to be a high-quality material.
One of the four fields has the infield cut to accommodate 80-foot bases, and it would be best if
all four fields were uniform in that regard. The infield on the full-size field could be recut at
minimal expense to accommodate 80-foot bases along with the current 90 foot. This would
actually open up even more time on the 4 youth fields, while adding some use to the full-size
field, which it is our understanding is very underused currently.
The cost of the improvements to the youth fields would be approximately $90,000. These
improvements will not only draw teams to our tournaments, benefiting the community, but local
teams will benefit from having improved fields to play on. We propose these costs be split
between the City and us 50/50.
All final plans and costs would need to be approved by the City. I would be on site to oversee
the improvements and work could begin this August, after the upcoming season has concluded
and be completed this fall, in order to have the fields ready for the start of the 2023 season.
Concerning the full-size diamond, there appears to be an ongoing drainage issue. This would
need to be addressed in order for us to be able to rely on it for the weekend tournaments. We
are not requesting any changes to the playing surface, just address the drainage issue and recut
the infield in order to allow for 80-foot bases. As this is an existing issue that needs addressing,
we believe the costs associated with these repairs should be solely the responsibility of the City.
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CONCESSION STAND IMPROVEMENTS
The concession stand is a very nice amenity but will need some upgrades in order to serve the
needs of those attending week-long tournaments. These upgrades will benefit everyone who
attends any game at the park, so they should be welcomed.
The installation of a hood, to accommodate a grill and fryer, along with upgrades to
refrigeration and freezers, adding other needed concession equipment, and outdoor table
seating with umbrellas, will all be made at our expense. We will also purchase and install an
upgraded WIFI network, security cameras and cameras to live stream each tournament game
and lastly, purchase a courtesy cart to transport those needing assistance to and from the
parking lot. In total, these upgrades will cost us an estimated $54,000. We are donating all of
this to the park. All upgrades made to the concession stand will be the property of the City. So,
in the event our relationship ends, the upgrades made to the concession stand will remain.

OPERATION OF THE CONCESSION STAND
We would staff and operate the concession stand for all games played at the complex each
season. This would be for both our tournaments and any local games. We will work with the
City and local teams to ensure the concession stand is staffed and open for all games. This will
be a nice amenity we can offer the local teams for their games.
If a local team or organization is interested in hosting a weekend tournament at the complex,
we would operate concessions for the tournament and pass 100% of profits to the team or
organization.

ONGOING FIELD MAINTANCE
We would hire a full-time head of maintenance. This person would oversee all field
maintenance, field prep and mowing, as well as manage the part-time seasonal field
maintenance staff. They would also address any ongoing maintenance needs in the park as a
whole, ensuring the park remains at an elite level year after year. We would seek approval
from the City for any substantial proposed changes to anything within the park.
This will save the City money, as it will no longer be responsible for the day-to-day maintenance
of the park. However, should there be any future infrastructure related expenses involving the
park, there will need to be discussion concerning who pays for what. For example, should the
roof of the concession stand need to be replaced, that would be an expense we would expect
the City to cover.
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SOUVENIR STAND
A big part of our business plan includes the ability to offer souvenirs for sale for both our weeklong and weekend tournaments. We hope the current wood storage building down the
rightfield line of field 2 could serve this purpose. We would cover the costs in building out the
inside of the structure to meet our needs. If the current building is repurposed and additional
storage is needed, we can work with the City to add additional storage capacity in the complex.

BLEACHERS
With the majority of the week-long tournament games being played during the day, along with
the addition of weekend tournaments, more day games than ever before will be played at the
complex. Adding awnings or covers to half or more of the bleachers would be warranted.
Additionally, the coverings will provide some protection when it is raining. We believe the City
should cover these costs, as the bleachers are the property of the City. Retrofitting some or all
the bleachers with awnings would not be a huge expense and would add to the user experience
while at the park.

BATTING CAGES
The complex does not have any batting cages. A batting cage for each field would be an
expected amenity at a high-quality complex. The 2 teams scheduled to play next on each field
would share a batting cage. Additionally, complexes that have batting cages often see
members of the local community used them when games are not being played. Adding batting
cages will not only be a much-needed amenity for our tournaments, but also add much value to
the community as well.
As the cages would be a permanent feature at the complex, we would ask the City to cover the
costs of their installation. We estimate the expense for 4 batting cages to be $15,000.
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PROPOSAL TO REPLICATE OUTFIELD WALLS FOR HISTORICAL
BALLPARKS, WITH SCALED DOWN DIMENSIONS

FENWAY PARK

EBBET'S FIELD
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POLO GROUNDS

Fo1o OroWld,

PROPILl:5

WRIGLEY FIELD
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Teams have many choices when it comes to what and where to play when it comes to tournaments.
Having a unique feature such as scaled replicas of the outfield walls of historical ballparks will be a
significant draw to teams. The combination of the overall quality of the complex with the proposed
changes, the Midwest location, reasonable pricing, and this proposed unique feature should draw many
teams to our tournaments, benefiting both us and the City.
This will further enhance the experience for the local teams as well, since they would have the
opportunity to regularly play on what will be some unique, top tier fields.
We estimate the cost to create these scaled replicas of the historical outfield walls will be $80,000. We
are requesting the City cover $30,000 of the total cost and we will cover the remaining costs. We
believe the proposed infield improvements, combined with the unique outfield walls will be a significant
draw to teams throughout the Midwest and nationally as well, so we are willing to make the financial
commitment to make it happen and hope the City sees the value as well.

ADDITIONAL PARKING
Should a lack of parking become a clear ongoing issue a long-term solution to the issue should
be found. Whether that is converting a portion of the grass area bordering parking to gravel or
possibly adding additional paved parking areas. At the present time, no changes are being
requested, but it is a matter that may need to be addressed in the future.

ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENTS
We would like to add additional landscaping to the complex over time. An assortment of trees,
shrubs, and flowers would further beautify the complex. These improvements would be made
over a number of years, as funds allow. We would cover all costs and would submit any plans
to the City for approval before any planting would be done. Adding a playground area would
not only benefit those attending games at the park but provide a place for families from the City
to use and to benefit from as well. These improvements would be another donation we would
be making to the park and will be long lasting and benefit the community.

SIGNAGE
In order to market the complex, we propose renaming the complex Heartland Park. The name
is one the City could be proud of and would assist with our marketing efforts. We can discuss
the cost and placement of new signage.
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LIABILITY INSURANCE
Historically we have required all teams participating in our tournament to provide a Certificate of
Insurance listing us as an additional insured. We will require both the City and us be listed on
the COi. Furthermore, we will secure our own liability coverage and list the City as an
additional insured.

ECONOMIC BENEFIT
This partnership will trigger economic growth, which will lead to new businesses being created,
resulting in increased property values, and increasing tax revenue. Existing and new businesses
will require more employees, which will create more employment opportunities, further driving
the local economy. The economic impact to Morrison from those visiting the City as a result of
our week-long tournaments can't be understated.
Increased employment opportunities both from the complex and in the City as a whole, along
with new and expanded businesses will lead to a vibrant economy, which will lead to an
improved quality of life and increased tax revenue. Our conservative estimate is the economic
benefit to Morrison and the surrounding areas will have $3,000,000 annually. Additionally,the
overall economic benefit to the community should grow over time, as more and more
businesses will appear, catering to the visitors we will be bringing to Morrison.

LEASE TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Based on the financial commitment we are willing to make to the City of Morrison, we are
requesting an initial lease term of 10 years, with the ability to renew after 10 years for an
additional 5 years, with a 5-year renewal option at the end of every subsequent 5-year term.
Proposed lease rate of $1 per year will be paid by us to the City for the term of the initial lease.
After the initial 10-year lease, we would be opened to discussing different lease rates or further
investments into the park, for each renewal.
As detailed in this proposal, we are making a sizable commitment to the City. As such, we are
requesting an initial lease term of 10 years and the lease rate of $1 per year. In essence, the
financial commitment we are making if amortized over the length of the 10-year term would
work out to over $15,000 per year we are paying for use. The upfront costs we are committing
to, and the ongoing maintenance expenses is the true usage cost to us. Having said all that, we
are completely open to language that would allow the City to terminate the lease early should
we act in a grossly negligent manner.
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SUMMARY OF USAGE OF FUNDS REQUESTED FROM THE CITY
These costs are estimates, but we are confident the actual expenses will be close
Field improvements to the 4 youth fields*
Install awnings/coverings over some bleachers
Addition of 4 Batting Cages
Replicate scaled down versions of historical stadium's outfield walls**
TOTAL

$45,000
$10,000
$15,000
$30,000
$100,000

*We will be paying half of the estimated $90,000 total expense
** We will be covering the estimated remaining $50,000 for this portion of the project

City would incur an additional expense to address the drainage issue the full-size field has and to
recut the infield to accommodate 80-foot bases. We do not have enough information, nor
were we able to get an expert on site prior to winter to cost out the needed repairs. A welldraining full-size field is needed as part of our weekend tournament schedule, additionally, it
will benefit the local teams wishing to use that field.

In addition to the funds, we are requesting the City invest into the complex, we are interested I
in a long-term relationship with the City of Morrison, and as a result, we are willing to make a
large financial commitment. Our upfront costs between improvements at the complex and other
startup expenses like website creation and marketing expenses would be approximately
$200,000.
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EXPERIENCE AND EXPERTISE
SHAWN KRAMLICH
CEO, President and Sales and Marketing Manager.
30+ years' business experience including 20+ years in finance.
20-years' experience coaching
17-years' experience in operating youth baseball leagues and tournaments; 5years' experience on Park and Recreation Commissioner

BENJAMIN KRAMLICH
COO, responsible for day-to-day operations including creating and managing game and umpire
schedules along with hiring and supervising all staff, including Umpires and Tournament
Directors. Also responsible for managing payroll and accounting.
Graduated with 3 degrees from the University of Wisconsin and prior to joining our company
has 3-years' experience in management for Oshkosh Defense.
Over the years he has experience as a player, coach, umpire, and tournament director.

ELIZABETH OLSON
Customer Service Manager. Responsible for managing all customer service inquiries.
Substantial customer service experience prior to joining our company and has been customer
service manager here for 7 years.
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Morrison
Sports Complex
CONSIDERATION OF PARTNERSHIP WITH BASEBALL365
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Morrison High School
BASEBALL:

SOFTBALL:

• 2 teams - Varsity/JV

• 2 teams - Varsity/JV

• Season March/April/May

• Season March/April/May

■

Practice at Sports Complex

• Practice at Sports Complex

■

Games at Sports Complex - Baseball Field

■

Games at Sports Complex - Field #2

• 9 Hom e Games (2021)

■

9 Home Games (2021)

■

■

10 Home Games (2022)

11 Home Games (2022)
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Morrison Youth Baseball & Softball

(MYBS)
■

12 teams in 2021:

7 Baseball teams

■

Known as the local " little league" program for
Morrison.

■

Independent organization run by volunteers
with a leadership board .

■

Games played against teams from:

5 Softbal l teams

■

Season: April - July
■

Late April/ May - Practices
■ June - Practices & Games
■ July - Tournament first week of July

■

Each team hosts 4 - 7 home games
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Albany

-

Port Byron

-

Lyndon/Proph etstown

-

Tampico

-

Fulton

-

Erie
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Travel Tea ms - Base ball
BA NDITS:

STAMPEDE:

■

2 teams - independent organizations

■

1 team

■

Practices at Sports Complex

■

Practices at Sports Complex

■ 1 night, every other week (April/May)

■ 1 night, every other week (April/May)

■

B1 Hosted 5 games at Sports Complex

■

■

B2 Hosted 5 games at Sports Complex
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Travel Team s - Softball
M ORRISO N FURY:

SAUK VALLEY STEAM:

■

2021 - 2 teams

■

2021 - 4 teams

■

2022 - 4 teams

■

2022 - 4 teams

■

Practices in Sterling and Morrison

• Practices @ Waterworks Field

■

-

2x practices/week per team (April - July)

-

Less frequent (August - November)

Hosts games at Waterworks Fie ld
• 2 games/month (2021)

• 1/week per team for only 2 teams (April - July)
■

Hosted O Games at Sports Complex

■

Hosted 1 Tournament at Sports Complex,
First weekend in June.

• 4 games/month (2022)
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Morri son Rec T-Ball
• Season: July/ August (Program begins after the conclusion of MYBS season.)
• 6 week program:

2 Weeks - Practices only
4 Weeks - Games 2x/week

• 10 - 12 teams (107 players, 2021}
• Both boys & girls on teams together.

• Ca n play on any type of infield material.
• Practices do not need reserved field time. Most teams practice in grass at parks/schools.
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Other Sports Activities
FLAG FOOTBALL:

JR. TACKLE:

■ September/ October

■ August/ September

■ Practices/Games held on Football Field

■

Practice off-site

■

■

Hosts 3-4 home games at Sports Complex

Parks & Rec Program (2021 - 71 players)

SOCCER:
■ Fall - September/ October
■ Spring - April / May
■

Held on Baseball outfield or Football Field

■

Parks & Rec Program (2021- 106 players)
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Independent organization run by volunteers
board and coaches
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Past Activities @ Sports Complex
■ High School Summer Softball League (late summer)
■

Church Softball League (late summer)

• MIT Kick-Ball Nights (varies)

• Summer Extravaganza (late summer)
■

Fundraising Tournaments (ie. breast cancer)

• Youth Rec Summer Program Events
• Movie In The Park Event
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MYBS Comments and Concerns
1. One concern would be the separation of baseball and softball. Having
all of the teams play and practice in one location is logistically easier
on families with both baseball and softball players, coaches,
volunteers, umpires and spectators.
2. Having both baseball and softball as well as all age levels play in one
location promotes a sense of community as community members
gather in one place to watch multiple games and interact with one
another.
3. Providing the baseball teams with the opportunity to continue to
use our highly desirable sports complex with additional
improvements while displacing softball teams without
comparable facilities is insulting to our softball teams and sends
a negative message to our female athletes in our community, as
well as surrounding communities.
4. We've been told that if Baseball365 leases the complex, they would
run concessions and handle grounds keeping for the complex. If the
girls are relocated to other hypothetical fields in the community,
would the city provide grounds crew and run a concession stand or
would MYBS be required to recruit additional volunteers to provide
these services for our softball teams?
5. With our figures, we don't see how softball can be played on just one
field during our season. We'd be happy to share and discuss our field
projection needs upon request. We're also not the only organization
that has softball teams in our community. While we're here to
advocate for MYBS, we certainly don't want to see the other softball
teams in our community become "homeless" or have to compete with
them for field space.
6. With this proposal, there would be limited to no room for the growth of
our community sports due to conflicts with Baseball 365 lease. MYBS has
had lower numbers the past couple of seasons due the covid pandemic. As
we move past covid, numbers may very well increase, leaving our local
youth on the short end of the stick.
7. Another concern I have is that we are looking at this proposal to offset
expenses, but according to the proposal our community would have to
invest in the facility, making improvements between $100,000.00 -
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$200,000.00 just to start. Baseball 365 tournaments may bring revenue to
our local region, but is it worth it? Allowing Baseball 365 to lease our
facility will inevitably increase wear and tare to our facility resulting in
further investment along the way. Parking, for example, would require
another large investment. Another large investment or expense would be
making repairs to the other field in our community that we let go and
didn't maintain. Do we understand what this could truly cost the city? As I
said, maybe it's worth the investment, but please understand this will not
be your only investment into this facility that, according to the city, is a
drain on the finances of Morrison. This could end up costing us just as
much financially as not entering into this contract with Baseball 365.
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To Morrison City Council:

I think the agreement/relationship Morrison Fury currently has with the city is great and is more
than fair. However, it will make things a lot more difficult for all of us if all of the softball use
(Morrison Fury,MYBS, Highschool) the city has is on one field (Waterworks) because Morrison
Fury coaches are the only ones maintaining it and trying to schedule that much softball on one
field around that many coaches schedules would be impossible!
Morrison Fury and volunteers have invested a lot of time, money, and heart into making
Waterworks playable/user friendly.
There are currently no working restrooms,no running water, concessions would need updated
inside (Roof was donated by volunteer's), the crows nest needs work to be used, there is
question whether the scoreboard works to this day, the outfield has lots of holes/dips (this is on
Morrison Fury agenda to repair), the right field foul line needs shaved down, the visitors dugout
fills with mud/water on every rainfall and would need addressed to be used appropriately.
Morrison Fury has rototilled, dragged, mowed, picked up trash, painted dugouts, reestablished
bases and lines , and with volunteer help repaired the bleachers.
This field is prepped prior to all scrimmages and games hosted by Morrison Fury so that all
visitors can get a sense of pride that we carry by using this field , however it would be too
difficult for the few Morrison Fury coaches to maintain the premises for the amount of teams that
would have to use Waterworks constantly if the Complex were to alleviate softball.
I have spoken with several directors who host tournaments that Morrison Fury has attended on
how they use their correlated facilities and it is similar to what we have now. They rent the
facility, pay for the field prep, and then the group hosting will run the concessions(profit going to
them) . Any additional profit after all is paid goes to the director. This still provides for revenue
into their cities from all the teams attending and playing at their complexes. This could be a
possibility for us to find someone interested in strictly hosting/scheduling tournaments so that
that complex sees more use on weekends. It would also alleviate eliminating softball fields
,some up front costs the proposal has, and allow the city to do the maintenance as needed
overtime.
From our experience on traveling to other cities, if there isn't a hotel in that city , we stay at the
next closest city. If we have a large break in play or when the day is done we go to the hotel.
The city with the hotel is the one who benefits for our revenue for the most part. I think this
would be the case for Morrison during these tournaments. Sure some local businesses will
benefit ,but for the most part I don't see it being a large revenue increase as proposed.
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I have also spoken to other travel teams and with the exception of State and National
tournaments most teams currently don't or haven't participated in week long tournaments. It's
far too complex for parents to get time off, travel during the work week.
Morrison Fury was created to allow Morrison Girls and surrounding communities learn, develop
and play competitive. The goal was to help these youth players develop better skills for higher
levels such as Morrison Highschool Softball. This is coming in the next few years and will show!
We currently have 30 of 48 players on Morrison Fury teams right now. If we were to lose a place
to practice it would eliminate this opportunity for them to play.
Morrison Fury would love to play more tournaments at home but prior to last year's complex
agreement it was difficult because we had to maintain the fields ourselves and run the
tournament. We could definitely host more if it means softball can stay. Please don't take this as
abrasive but we all are very passionate about the Complex and Waterworks. This is a strong
softball community and it needs to stay.
I personally want to see the Complex and Waterworks park flourish and make the people of this
community feel like we are getting good use out of it all, but I am not on board with the proposal
at this time. I think we have better options such as what I discussed above or creating a Park
district dedicated to parks only.

Thank you for your time and consideration
Sincerely,
Jesse Wright
Morrison Fury
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